The purpose of this study is to identify adult learners' decision making variables, satisfaction, and evaluation toward fashion education as a university lifelong education program. As decision making variables, this study included participation purpose, information source, and selection criteria for lifelong education center and program. Regarding satisfaction toward fashion education, this study included satisfaction toward program and satisfaction toward education condition and administrative services. Data were gathered by both questionnaires and focus group interview(FGI) with 12 adults who completed the program. While questionnaires were used for decision making variables and satisfaction, FGI was used for evaluation. Frequency was used to analyze the questionnaires and content analysis was used to analyze the results of FGI. The findings showed that respondents participated mostly because of hobby or interest and got information mostly from acquaintances. They regarded program contents as the selection criteria for lifelong education center. They also regarded lecturers' professionality as the selection criteria for the program and showed high satisfaction toward lecturers' passion. Regarding education condition and administrative services, they showed high satisfaction. FGI also showed the importance of individual competence, career development, a work-study program, a on-site study program, and lecturer. The results suggest methods to make university lifelong education programs more appealing to adults who want to attend universities for non-degree university programs.
Individual competence "I feel like I now know a lot about fashion." "I felt the impact of the class immediately. I think that now I can discuss recent trends and jargons that escaped me previously." "I'm having difficulty with the terminology and on-site working." "I felt that my competence in fashion studies has increased." "I want to become better at sketching designs. I want a course that'll help me continue to improve my sketching skills even after I get a job." "The more I listen to class, the more I want to learn. All the enrolled students meet at the Center of Life-long Education on Fridays and Saturday. One students works as a fashion lecturer at a nearby welfare center and gives us free lessons and helps us think and create our designs."
Career/job "The program raised my level of professionalism at work." "The theoretical and practical studies helped a lot. That's why I've now gotten plans for a side job." "I got a job as a part-time worker at an import-editing store thanks to the program. Right now I'm working with a fellow student to open a small fashion related business."
Importance of a work-study program "The designing part of the curriculum is a work-study program so it involves a lot of hands-on experiences and projects like cutting out magazines and colored paper. A lot of students can join in and focus during such classes." "I liked how we got chances to better understand the fashion industry through assignments such as brand researching and writing fashion articles." "The work-study program involved a lot of hands-on experience. At first, it was all about sewing but as the program progressed students started using sewing machines and prepared mannequins which they used to help them work on their designs. The assignments were hard so the lecturer used some class time for students to work on their assignments. Overall I think the program was very efficient and effective."
Importance of a on-site study program "I've always had an interest in fashion but never got the chance to experience what studying and working in the fashion industry would be like. I really enjoyed he on-site study programs because they let me fill what I was lacking in experience." "The merchandising class had an on-site study session where we went to Dong-dae Mun and the Seoul Fashion Center where we could see the latest fashion trends. I really enjoyed that class." "The on-site study program was enjoyable and not only included a visit to Dondamun Market and the Seoul Fashion Center but going to an actual fashion show where we got the chance to see the latest designs and sales, advertisements, and designer products." "The on-site study classes were the best."
Importance of lecturer "The lecturer always came thirty to forty minutes before class to prepare for class. She always printed her materials beforehand and made a presentation of different subjects every class." "She always came early to prepare for class. She also handed out printed materials to help our understanding and even stayed behind after class to help answer questions. It was great to have such a dedicated teacher." "Because she knew that the theoretical lessons could get a bit dull she tried her best to continue communicating and getting feedback from the students." "She even prepared beforehand for the work-study program." "She sticks to the schedule and prepares well." "She gave a lot of good advises regarding the class material." "I'm grateful for her advises regarding jobs and courses to take after the program ends." "She gave clear and detailed answer to all our questions." 
